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Abstract: Environmental problems represent one of the most intensive focuses in the world. At
present, the rate of environmental damage caused by peoples’ consumption of products and services
is still far faster than the rate of regeneration, processing, and recycling of natural ecosystems. In
the face of increasingly severe environmental problems, consumers must change their consumption
behavior toward a sustainable direction. Based on the ultimate goal of sustainable innovation and
development, the introduction of sustainable system design thinking can enable the optimization of
sustainable systems for production, manufacturing, consumption, or recycling. As with the concept
of traditional system design thinking, sustainable system design thinking is not only a product
form but also a creative systematic way to solve problems for the purpose of promoting innovation.
It has been transformed from “giving form” to “design process”, “design strategy”, or “design
system”. Therefore, this study attempts to explore the potential structure of consumers’ sustainable
consumption cognition from the perspective of designers through the introduction of sustainable
system design thinking. This study combined literature analysis and a questionnaire survey to
propose a research model with seven constructs and eight hypotheses and then used a reliability
test, validity test, and structural equation model to analyze and verify the data. The results show
that the three constructs of design evaluation (aesthetics, innovation, and function) in system design
thinking are feasible and effective in sustainable design. With the support of sustainability concept,
the autonomy of consumers’ consumption attitude and intention will be improved. This study can
provide reference to governments, enterprises, and designers when formulating, implementing,
and practicing sustainable innovative strategies. The results of this study can further influence the
continuous promotion and deepening of sustainable design thinking in the cultivation of design
talents in colleges and universities, and thus provide multi-field and recyclable theoretical guidance
for sustainable design facing future life.

Keywords: sustainability; system design thinking; system innovation; designer

1. Introduction

As one of the most important issues in the world at present, environmental problems
are focused on by people all over the world. Due to the excessive exploitation of the earth’s
resources and the lack of corresponding management, resource depletion and environmen-
tal damage are caused, which concerns people about the earth’s carrying capacity and the
future of mankind [1]. Therefore, the United Nations and other international organizations
and governments of various countries have put forward various ideas and suggestions
to improve the current situation and reduce the damage to the environment and ecology.
Among them, The Rio Declaration [2], the United Nations Guidelines for Consumer Protec-
tion [3], and other policies actively call on countries to reduce and eliminate unsustainable
production and consumption patterns in economic, social, and environmental aspects. This
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is to meet the needs of present and future generations for goods and services in a sustain-
able manner, and to include “sustainable consumption and production patterns” [4] as one
of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which aim to help the world completely
solve social, economic, and environmental problems by 2030 and achieve sustainable social
transformation worldwide. China listed “green” as one of the five development concepts
for the first time in the 13th Five-Year Plan and reaffirmed the importance and necessity
of “continuously improving environmental quality” and “accelerating the green transfor-
mation of development mode” in the 14th Five-year Plan. China has also actively carried
out the practice of constructing sustainable developing-related concepts in “developing
circular economy” [5], “accelerating the construction of ecological civilization”, “promoting
green lifestyle” [6], “promoting sustainable consumption” [7], and other aspects.

In fact, the rate of environmental damage caused by human consumption of products
and services is still much faster than the rate of regeneration, processing, and recycling
of natural ecosystems [8]. Considering increasingly severe environmental problems, con-
sumers must change their consumption behavior toward a sustainable direction [9]. Surveys
show that most consumers are willing to protect the environment by purchasing more
sustainable products [10]. However, there is a contradiction between consumers’ statements
on sustainable behavior and the oral expressions and actual intentions (or behaviors) [11].
Although more and more international companies are engaged in sustainable production
and consumers are paying more attention to sustainable products, this phenomenon does
not translate directly into the actual purchasing behavior of sustainable products [12].
This phenomenon is also called the Green Gap. It is mainly used to explain the attitude–
intention–behavior gap in sustainable consumption [10]. At present, consumers have not
formed the concept that environmental protection issues take precedence over personal
interests, and the imperfect environmental protection laws and regulations also lead to most
consumers’ superficial approach to environmental protection [13]. In addition, consumers
generally believe that the attributes and quality of sustainable products are lower than
that of general products, which also leads to the expansion of Green Gap [14]. However,
it has been reported that smart cities have not been successful in promoting smart recy-
cling and that the use of a large number of smart recycling systems has been inefficient.
A change in the public’s intention to participate in recycling affects its effectiveness and the
utilization rate of the recycling facilities [15]. The use of recycling facilities is closely related
to environmental awareness, but the intention of residents to participate in recycling is
at odds with efforts to support the environmental initiative [16]. Therefore, encouraging
active public participation in smart recycling is a real challenge [17,18]. On the other hand,
the weak environmental consciousness of producers, government departments, and other
stakeholders, and the unsystematic and imperfect concept of sustainable development
are also important factors affecting sustainable consumption. Relevant surveys show that
most enterprises are not aware of sustainable consumption and production. Even if they
are aware of sustainable development, they will face downward competition from social
consumption due to a lack of consumer recognition or low product profits, and the market
cannot form internal motivation for sustainable consumption [19].

In response to this situation, the most common approaches at present are to extend
the life cycle of products [20], produce recyclable products, and use recycled materials,
innovate systems [21], or establish new business models. Regardless of which approach
is adopted, design is considered to be the core of the driving force of system innovation
and change [22] and complementary of technological innovation and social innovation [23].
Based on the ultimate goal of sustainable innovation and development, the introduction of
sustainable system design thinking can complete the optimization of sustainable systems
for production, manufacturing, consumption, or recycling and waste. As with the concept
of traditional system design thinking, sustainable system design thinking is not only a
product form but a creative systematic way to solve problems for the purpose of promoting
innovation [24], which has been transformed from “giving form” to “design process”,
“design strategy”, or “design system” [25]. This also means that designers need to be aware
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of their new responsibilities and make concrete contributions to the green transition to a
sustainable society [26]. If designers follow the concept of sustainability at the beginning of
the design and development stage, it will definitely lead the design results in a more envi-
ronmentally friendly and low-carbon direction. Designers’ past consumption experience
will also play a key role in the whole design system [27]. Under the influence of the trend of
sustainable development, designers can introduce the design method into the sustainable
system design thinking to design and develop various sustainable products and indirectly
promote consumers’ recognition of sustainable value through these sustainable products.
Therefore, in the context of sustainable development, the power of design innovation not
only drives more consumers to have more recognition of sustainability but also reduces the
impact of environmental damage to a certain extent [28]. Therefore, designers play an even
more important role in promoting sustainable development, in order to lead consumers to
create a highly sustainable society through the professional ability of innovative design.

Designers are consumers themselves. Compared with ordinary consumers, design-
ers have certain experience and levels of product innovation ability as well as aesthetic
cultivation and evaluation. At the same time, designers have a deeper familiarity and
understanding of sustainable design. Therefore, in a broad sense, designers themselves
have dual identities, that is, designers are also consumers, or consumers with a designer
identity. When designers are brought into the role of consumers, it is easier to think about
how to attract consumers to identify and buy sustainable products through professional
ability [29].

Therefore, this study attempts to explore the potential structure of consumers’ sus-
tainable consumption cognition from the perspective of designers through introducing
sustainable system design thinking. This study mainly focuses on the following points.
Firstly, what are the specific implementation methods of sustainable system design think-
ing? Secondly, from the perspective of causality prediction, a structural equation model
is used to analyze the factors affecting consumers’ cognition of sustainable consumption.
Thirdly, through conceptualization and hypothesis verification, a consumer sustainable
consumption cognition model is established for future research by introducing sustainable
system design thinking.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Environmental Concerns

Environmental concerns refer to someone’s views and concern about environmental
issues, or attitude and willingness to protect the environment [30]. International public
opinion surveys show that as the global environmental deterioration increases year by
year [1], the public’s concern about environmental issues remains high, and the vast
majority of people regard environmental protection as one of their important personal
goals [31]. Environmental concerns will influence the consumption value and consumption
choice [32], and consumers’ subjective environmental concerns and concern about the
environment will influence their purchasing behavior of green products [33]. Consumers’
behavioral decisions often depend on their attitude towards the environment [34]. When
individuals have higher environmental concerns, they may be more environmentally
friendly than others.

In recent years, many designers have realized that what they do is to promote the
sales of commodities and products, which leads to consumers’ unsustainable consumption
behaviors [35]. Therefore, sustainable design thinking is attracting more and more attention
from designers and researchers. Most designers feel that the sustainable design education
they have received is not perfect because of the troubles brought by environmental prob-
lems in their daily life [36]. However, their work experience makes them recognize the
importance of environmental protection and sustainability to design and development. To
consumers, the production and manufacturing field is too specialized, but designers can
serve as a communicator between consumers and the production and manufacturing field
and establish a close relationship with them so that consumers can also understand the
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importance of a sustainable society and their own responsibilities [37]. Moreover, design-
ers are also consumers in life, so the double identity of designers is worth our attention.
Therefore, the focus of this paper is to establish a new thinking of user-centered sustainable
design by putting designers in the role of consumers.

2.2. Sustainable System Design Thinking

Sustainable system design thinking adds sustainability considerations on the basis of
traditional design thinking. Generally, design thinking is considered to be a systematic,
critical, and creative design method that explores solutions based on human values, needs,
emotions, and desires [38]. In different scenarios or situations, design thinking is called
logic, principles, practices, tools, discourse, philosophy, mental model, etc. [39]. Therefore,
design thinking is multidimensional and needs to be defined in specific problems and
objects. In this study, the role of design thinking in sustainability is emphasized. From
the perspective of system design thinking, sustainable design refers to a rationalized and
structured process of creating new things to solve problems related to sustainability [40].
It promotes people’s understanding of sustainability by changing products, consumer
behaviors, business services, and even the social and economic system [23,41]. The role of
designers is not only to connect the whole development process but also to integrate the
innovative ability and design methods of designers [42] so as to find the best sustainable
solution for design and development. From the perspective of products, sustainable design
usually needs to incorporate environmental factors and pollution prevention measures
into product design at the design stage and take environmental performance as the design
goal and starting point of products, so as to minimize the impact of products on the envi-
ronment [43]—for example, using a product service system to reduce waste and resource
consumption caused by product purchasing, using green design and ecological design to
solve the impact of existing products on the environment, and connecting enterprises and
community through social innovation design. Therefore, as a system attribute rather than
an attribute of various elements in the system, sustainability needs to be gradually realized
through system design thinking [23].

Christensen and Ball believe that the evaluation of design is reflected in three dimen-
sions, including aesthetic value, innovation value, and functional value, and these three
dimensions can help predict designers’ thoughts or behaviors [44]. Innovation value is
a very important attribute in design. Meanwhile, aesthetic value and functional value
are “two high-level and important values in design” [44,45]. Buhl et al. believe that
sustainability-oriented innovation should have a system scope to explain multidimensional
objectives [46], while system design thinking is to implement design concepts into the
design process and manufacturing process in a user-centered approach [47]. Therefore, we
integrate the three dimensions of aesthetic value, innovation value, and functional value
with system design thinking to form the concept of sustainable system design thinking and
then introduce it into the consumer cognitive mode, and we carry out subsequent research
and discussion on this basis and establish research models and hypotheses.

2.2.1. Sustainable Aesthetic Value

The essence of design is to make things in the world more beautiful, useful, elegant,
and gorgeous [48]. Emphasis on beauty in product design is not only conducive to product
usefulness but also to the success of products in the market [49]. However, when it comes
to sustainable design, due to the principle of the reduction and recycling of materials,
compared with general products, the aesthetic feeling and design sense are decreased.
However, some scholars have found that if the method of design aesthetics is injected
into sustainable design, this phenomenon can be improved. Claxton and Kent believe
that consumers can carry out multi-season mixing and matching through reasonable color
matching and prolong material life, thus extending the lifecycle of clothing products [50].
In a relatively simple way, the design aesthetic feeling of products can be maintained
and the product strength can be greatly improved [51]. Meanwhile, it also caters to the
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concept of sustainable design. For example, modern aesthetic techniques such as contrast,
deconstruction, and realistic or minimalist style are used to express environmental thinking
to consumers or emphasize the scientific and technological aesthetic feeling of innovative
and sustainable technology.

On the other hand, the accumulation and training of aesthetic quality of designers
come from the learning of professional design education, so they have a stronger perception
of aesthetics than ordinary consumers and easily become pioneers in leading the trend.
Designers’ pursuit of both the beauty and function of products is the necessary attitude
and responsibility of consumers. Therefore, designers must pay more attention to the
transmission of sustainable concepts in the design-implementation process and ensure that
sustainability is achieved through the use of the known design methods, such as sustainable
design standards, product semantics, and emotional design approaches. Designers can
deliver the basic requirement of the aesthetic feeling of product forms to consumers.
Consumers can also effectively prolong the lifecycle of the product and understand the
importance of sustainability concepts. As a result, designers can obtain balance in executing
the concept of sustainable products and aesthetic pursuits. However, the perception of
design aesthetics mainly depends on the quality of a specific individual (individual, group,
or society), and the perceived aesthetic differences of different individuals may lead to
the differentiation of product reputation. Therefore, from the perspective of perception,
aesthetics is the most influential part of the three dimensions on consumers’ judgment,
so the aesthetic cultivation of designers is very important and even affects consumers’
judgment on the aesthetic feeling of product types.

2.2.2. Sustainable Innovation Value

Under the 17 Sustainable Development Goals proposed by the United Nations, the
prospect of sustainable development has more possibilities [52]. Therefore, the active inter-
national investment in sustainable development increasingly highlights the higher value
attached to a sustainable future. The effective progress of sustainability is conducive to
the continuous commitment of various economic and innovation activities at all industrial
levels to sustainable development, transforming the traditional market into an emerging
development prospect with sustainable innovation value [46,53]. The input of these indus-
tries to sustainable development also indirectly affects the effective utilization of resources
and the innovation of production efficiency. Therefore, in addition to the sustainable social
responsibility of the enterprise, the accumulated green image and sustainable business
strategy also promote consumers to have more trust in the enterprise [54]. In addition to
the industrial end of sustainable innovation, the active fields of sustainable innovation
include the promotion of green activities of various circular economy so as to expand
the breadth of enterprise product lifecycle from the perspective of effective development
of circular economy [55]. Additionally, with the continuous increase in the concept and
investment of the product service system, ordinary consumers have the opportunity and
focus to transform into green consumers. It also lays a strong development condition
and foundation for sustainable innovation and related industries, which not only expands
future prospects but also establishes a complete green service system [56]. Therefore, as
the population base of emerging sustainable consumers continues to grow, enterprises are
willing to invest in more innovative research and development of sustainable products and
become more enthusiastic about the production and supply of sustainable innovation [57].

In addition, sustainable innovation also means that designers add the concept of
sustainable goals into their creative development process under existing constraints. In
particular, designers strive to develop materials, assembly parts, and related hint symbols
in accordance with the needs so as to enhance the value of sustainability [58]. In this way,
the sustainable innovation value is immeasurable behind the creative products designed by
designers. Correspondingly, enterprises are willing to invest more resources in the cultiva-
tion of sustainable talents so as to achieve a virtuous cycle mechanism of sustainable talents
and a mutually beneficial multiplication of consumers, designers, and enterprises [59]. As
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the most creative people in the whole enterprise, designers can provide added value to
sustainable brands from a creative perspective, such as logo, mascot, brand packaging, etc.
In this way, consumers can perceive the uniqueness of sustainable products [60], have more
trust and goodwill towards products, and further perform more purchase behaviors.

2.2.3. Sustainable Function Value

In the design evaluation stage, the consideration of usefulness or functional value is an
important part [61], and also one of the methods to improve consumer satisfaction [62]. The
functional value of generally designed products is reflected in various social factors, such as
culture, fashion, health, etc. [63]. From the perspective of sustainability, the functional value
of a product is reflected in whether the product can effectively participate in sustainability
in the stages of design, development, use, and recycling. Therefore, sustainable functional
design and functional value require designers to consider more specific methods, tools, or
steps of sustainable design development.

As tools for sustainable product design and development, the product life cycle and
product simplification can better assist designers in their design work [64]. The reason is
that if designers want to improve the environmental protection properties of the product
and perceptions of consumers, they should aim to simplify the product to achieve the
optimal manufacturing process and modular replacement (production or consumer use
phase) or use lifecycle assessment analysis, which refers to the comprehensive consideration
of the product from raw-material extraction to the final disposition of the environmental
impact, to extend the product life [65]. Ortiz and Castells argued that product life-cycle
assessment (LCA) can be used to evaluate individual product materials and components,
thereby assessing the product life cycle after composition [66]. Similarly, designers often
need to analyze the environmental lifecycle performance of their designed products through
product LCA results [67]. Therefore, this study considers that product lifecycle assessment is
an inevitable consideration for designers in sustainable design and development. In system
design, in order to achieve the sustainable goal, it is necessary to reduce the generation of
waste in the whole production system and establish the collaborative connection between
the production process, natural process, and local resources [23]. Therefore, designers are
also required to play a positive role in the whole system. Among the 6R concepts [68],
the most relevant ones to designers are ‘Reduce’, ‘Reuse’, and ‘Recycle’, which are also in
line with product lifecycle considerations. Designers must consider the complete 6R of the
product design, development, production, and use phases, in other words, simplifying the
product design. Common methods are design for disassembly, design for remanufacturing,
design for recycling, and modular design. However, product simplification is performed
not to reduce the function and beauty of the product but to reduce the waste of space,
material, process, or use in the product through the design experience and ability of the
designer, so as to achieve the effect of product sustainability [43].

2.3. Value–Attitude–Behavior (VAB) Model

Homer and Kahle put forward the value–attitude–behavior model in 1988 to explain
the flow of individual cognition: “influence should flow from abstract values to midrange
attitudes to specific behaviors” [69]. The model is considered to be a valid theoretical basis
for predicting individual behavior or intentions. In their model, value is interpreted as an
individual’s persistent belief that a particular behavior or pattern of behavior is personally
and morally preferable [70]. In the research of consumer behavior, value perception will
affect the value of consumer domain and the product attribute belief. Consumers’ value
perception will affect the product attribute belief, while the product attribute belief will
affect consumers’ attitude towards products [71]. In this study, as with the dual identity of
the designer, value also has a multi-meaning. In other words, aesthetic value, innovation
value, and functional value under sustainability are the value embodiment of designers’
design and development elements and sustainable products guided by sustainable system
design thinking with environmental consciousness as a starting point. In addition, these
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three values also need to be perceived by consumers and guide or change consumers’
consumption attitudes and intentions through value guidance.

The value–attitude–behavior model is generally used to explain the direct and indi-
rect relationship between value, attitude, and behavior. In addition to the basic model
application, the value–attitude–behavior model has also been used variously by different
scholars. Cheung and To established an extended value–attitude–behavior model and
explained the green purchasing behavior of Chinese consumers [72]. Tajeddini et al. ex-
plored the decision-making process of guests in Airbnb and hotel accommodation by using
value–attitude–behavior model and planned behavior theory [73]. Lee et al. explored
the moderating effect of 3D-printed food attributes and food phobias, which explained
behavioral stages with intention and tested the relationship between value and attitude [74].
This is consistent with the model constructed in this study and provides strong evidence
for the research theory of this study.

The attitude and intention of individuals have been discussed in many models, includ-
ing the Theory of Reasoned Action [75], Theory of Planned Behavior [76], and Technology
Acceptance Model [77]. In these models, attitude is interpreted as an individual’s internal
experience that affects an individual’s intention, while intention is an individual’s tendency
to take action [78]. Generally speaking, consumers’ sustainable consumption attitude refers
to individuals’ positive or negative evaluation of sustainable products, while sustainable
consumption intention refers to individuals’ self-commitment to purchase sustainable
products [79]. Thus, there is a correlation between sustainable consumption attitudes
and intentions, especially when evaluating specific environmentally friendly products
or behaviors, such as sustainable products, green hotels, or organic food. Verma et al.
believe that attitude plays a more positive role in environmental protection behavior, and
consumers’ specific attitude towards energy-saving products will positively affect their
purchase intention [80]. Malik and Singhal found that consumers with a stronger sustain-
able consumption attitude would prefer to buy environmentally friendly products [81]. If
consumers’ attitudes towards the environment are changed, their intentions and behaviors
towards the environment can be further changed [82]. More and more consumers are
willing to change their purchasing habits by buying more sustainable products [10].

2.4. Sustainable Policy

In recent years, due to high energy consumption, how to curb excessive carbon
emissions has attracted high international attention. Governments of various countries
and regions have formulated relevant laws and regulations on energy conservation and
emission reduction to prohibit relevant enterprises from carrying out high-pollution man-
ufacturing [83], and stimulate enterprise transformation with incentive policies [84]. In
order to gain benefits from government incentive measures, enterprises must adopt green
technologies or improve existing technologies to reduce carbon emissions [85]. Some auto-
mobile enterprises are also forced to produce three-cylinder vehicles or electric vehicles
to meet the carbon emission targets set by the state. China is also actively formulating
environmental policies, from national strategies to individual policies and regulations. The
garbage classification system has been promoted in recent years, although the recovery
rate is still very low at the present stage [86]; consumers also lack the corresponding cog-
nition of garbage classification recovery. From the perspective of consumption, policies
can help. For example, due to policy regulations, publicity, and reward and punishment
systems, consumers have begun to understand dry waste and wet waste, and gradually
learned about garbage classification; subsidy policies for new energy vehicles will affect
consumers’ attitudes towards new energy vehicles and stimulate their purchase intentions
and behaviors [87], etc. Therefore, designers need to maintain high sensitivity, respond
to current policies and regulations on green environmental protection, inject sustainable
system design thinking into product design and development, assist enterprises in green
production and manufacturing, and try to guide and change consumers’ cognition and
behavior. This also means that the higher consumers’ perception of policies and regulations,
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the more obvious the attitude and intention of sustainable consumption. As consumers,
designers can perceive the rapid establishment and implementation of sustainable policies
and also realize the important role of sustainability in design, so it will also affect the
product design and development stage.

3. Research Structure and Methodology
3.1. Research Process

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the concept introduction of sus-
tainable system design thinking has guiding significance for consumers with designer
identity in future design and development. In order to explore the relationship between
different dimensions, structural equation modeling was used to analyze the data. Hair [88]
pointed out that the steps to establish the research framework and process include the
following (Figure 1): (1) the first step is to review and discuss the literature, revise the
research results of previous scholars, construct the theoretical framework of this study, and
establish statistical hypotheses for each dimension. (2) The second step is to establish a
theoretical framework and design questionnaire and conduct survey, as well as question-
naire reliability analysis according to the topic discussed. (3) The third step is to establish
a research model based on the theoretical framework of this study. Confirmatory factor
analysis, convergence validity, and discriminant validity are used to verify the fitness of
the model. (4) The fourth step is to use a structural equation model to analyze and verify
the validity of the statistical hypothesis between each dimension.
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3.2. Research Object

This research requires designers to substitute themselves into two identities (designer
and consumer) and understand the consumer cognitive model introduced by the sustain-
able system design thinking concept constructed in this research through their own design
skills and experience and consumption experience as consumers. This study believes that
designers and consumers are mutually complementary and mutually reinforcing. Design-
ers design products that meet consumer needs, and consumer satisfaction, in turn, fuels
designers’ inspiration and enthusiasm. Therefore, when designers have dual identities,
they can better appreciate similarities and differences and deduce relevant results. Consid-
ering that sustainable products are not limited to industrial products, clothing, advertising,
architecture, etc. can all be included in the scope of sustainable products; therefore, the
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research object is designers from all fields. It is worth mentioning that the double identity
that we emphasize is the consumer with the identity of designer. We asked the target
respondents to reflect on the deficiencies in the design or environmental attributes of the
items or products they used, and to explore the possibilities for improvement through the
concept of sustainable design thinking in this study.

This study attempts to propose a consumer cognitive model of sustainable system
design thinking based on the dual role of designers. It is hoped that the model will
be introduced in the next stage for verification research. In the past, there have been
a lot of introductory studies on participatory design methods that allow consumers to
actively participate in the product design and development process. The introduction
of participatory design is to narrow the distance between the mental model of design
developers and consumers so that the final product will not fall into the vortex of “over-
design” and reduce the failure rate of products. Especially in a consumer era of iteration
and development, product design, development, and positioning are more likely to be
dominated by consumers. Therefore, the rise of consumer awareness also promotes public
participation in the progress of society more effectively than in the past. The dual identity
given to the respondents of this study, that is, consumers with designer identity, can
obviously play a more helpful and efficient role in the process of product design and
development, reduce the product failure rate, and prolong the life cycle of products.

3.3. Research Structure and Model

Based on the literature review and the sustainable theme of this study, a theoretical
model is constructed from the designer’s environmental concerns and based on the value–
attitude–behavior model. The three dimensions of aesthetic value, innovative value, and
functional value of design evaluation are regarded as the necessary factors in the design
and development stage to construct the design dimension. The consumption dimension
is composed of sustainable policy, sustainable consumption attitude, and sustainable
consumption intention. Finally, a consumer cognitive model combined with the concept
of sustainable system design thinking in this study is formed (Figure 2), and eight related
research hypotheses are established.
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Figure 2. Theoretical model.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Environmental concerns significantly influence sustainable aesthetic value.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Environmental concerns significantly influence sustainable innovation value.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Environmental concerns significantly influence sustainable functional value.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Sustainable aesthetic value significantly influences sustainable consump-
tion attitude.
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Hypothesis 5 (H5). Sustainable innovation value significantly influences sustainable consump-
tion attitude.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Sustainable functional value significantly influences sustainable consump-
tion attitude.

Hypothesis 7 (H7). Sustainable policy significantly influences sustainable consumption attitude.

Hypothesis 8 (H8). Sustainable consumption attitude significantly influences sustainable con-
sumption intention.

3.4. Definitions of Research Variables

Structural equation modeling is generally used to verify the causal relationship be-
tween different permutations and combinations of inherent variables. In this study, four
new factors are constructed according to the concept of sustainable system design thinking.
Therefore, the items of the new factors will be reconstructed by referring to the existing
literature and discussed internally by the authors. This study designed the questionnaire
items according to the research theme and relevant literature. Reference sources for variable
definitions, items and scales are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Reference sources for variables and items.

Variable Operational Definition Reference

Sustainable policy The extent to which policies and regulations affect
consumers’ attitudes towards sustainable consumption. [89]

Sustainable aesthetic value Designers’ perception of aesthetic value and the impact of
aesthetic value on sustainable consumption attitude. [44,90]

Sustainable innovation value Designers’ perception of innovation value and the impact of
innovation value on sustainable consumption attitude. [44,90]

Sustainable functional value Designers’ perception of functional value and the impact of
functional value on sustainable consumption attitude. [44,90]

Environmental concerns The designer’s self-perception of environmental concerns. [39,91]

Sustainable consumption attitude The actual attitude and evaluation of sustainable products
from the consumer perspective. [92,93]

Sustainable consumption intention The extent to which a consumer’s perspective actually
influences decisions about sustainable products. [92,94]

3.5. Research Samples and Questionnaires

The survey was conducted online from January to March 2022. Ethical approval
for this study was obtained from the National Cheng Kung University Human Research
Ethics Committee. In addition to demographic variables, a 7-point Likert scale was used,
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Considering that the subject of
this study was a specific profession (designer), a snowball sampling method was adopted
by inviting designer friends to fill in the form and then asking them to send forms out to
other designers [95]. The specific way of questionnaire distribution is to push QRcode and
webpage links through Wechat private chat, Wechat moments, Weibo, and other forms. All
respondents browsed the questionnaire’s website to view the research description. They
volunteered to answer questionnaires and could withdraw from the survey at any time.
Therefore, all respondents agreed to complete the questionnaire under the principle of
being fully informed and voluntarily participating.

At the beginning of the questionnaire, in addition to the basic research statement,
designer respondents are required to understand the aesthetic value, innovation value, and
functional value defined in this study, and perceive the role of the three values in the design
dimension as designers, and then perceive the role of the three values in the consumption
dimension as consumers. For example, in functional value, this study will inform designers
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of the definition, practice, and significance of functional value in the study: the presentation
form of functional value can improve and design environmental protection packaging of
existing products and new products (such as using less paper and plastic materials; using
the minimum amount of materials to develop and design products; considering whether
the product is easy to recycle, reuse, decompose; etc.). It is used to facilitate the designer
to understand and answer the questionnaire. At the same time, we asked designers to
recall whether they found any deficiencies or defects in design or environmental-protection
attributes of some products in their daily life, and to evaluate whether the sustainable
system design thinking of this study would have any guiding role or significance in product
design or improvement if they were developing or modifying products.

Finally, 433 samples were collected in this study. After removing invalid samples (due
to logical errors or too many of the same options), 386 samples were left, and the validity
rate was 89.15%. In this study, there were 28 questionnaire items, and 386 questionnaires
met Jackson’s standard that the ratio of estimated parameters to sample number should
be higher than 1:10 [96], so the sample size was suitable for subsequent data analysis.
According to the data of subjects in valid questionnaires, the distribution of demographic
variables in this study is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Sample description.

Category Items Frequency (n = 386) Ratio (%)

Gender
Male 117 30.31

Female 269 69.69

Age

Younger than 30 161 41.71
31–40 189 48.96
41–50 27 7.00

Older than 51 9 2.33

Marriage status Unmarried 197 51.04
Married 189 48.96

Monthly income

Less than 4000 30 7.77
4001–8000 129 33.32

8001–12,000 165 42.75
12,001–16,000 45 11.66

More than 16,001 17 4.40

Educational status

Junior high school or below 0 0.00
High school or junior college 0 0.00

University 198 51.29
Graduate school or above 188 48.71

Major

Industrial Design/Product
Design 172 44.56

Visual Communication Design 57 14.78
Environmental Art Design 22 5.7

Architectural Design 26 6.7
Digital Media Design 35 9.07

Clothing Design 74 19.17

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Reliability Analysis

In order to make the results more reliable, this study first conducted reliability anal-
ysis and item analysis on the questionnaire data to delete the unstable items and test
the reliability and identification degree of the questionnaire data. As shown in Table 3,
Cronbach’s α values of each dimension were all greater than 0.7, and Cronbach’s α values
of any dimension after deleting any of the included items were all lower than the current
results, indicating that none of the items should not be deleted in this test. It shows that the
reliability quality of the data is good and the data can be used for further analysis.
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Table 3. Reliability and item analysis of dimension items.

Dimension Item CITC Cronbach’s α after
Item Deletion Cronbach’s α

EC

EC1 0.650 0.727

0.798
EC2 0.582 0.762
EC3 0.629 0.739
EC4 0.580 0.762

AV

AV1 0.571 0.680

0.751
AV2 0.595 0.666
AV3 0.566 0.682
AV4 0.458 0.739

IV

IV1 0.527 0.734

0.768
IV2 0.604 0.693
IV3 0.575 0.709
IV4 0.569 0.713

FV

FV1 0.649 0.753

0.811
FV2 0.637 0.759
FV3 0.640 0.757
FV4 0.588 0.782

SP

SP1 0.601 0.737

0.790
SP2 0.576 0.751
SP3 0.628 0.723
SP4 0.591 0.742

SA

SA1 0.654 0.722

0.797
SA2 0.562 0.769
SA3 0.591 0.754
SA4 0.625 0.738

SI

SI1 0.628 0.738

0.798
SI2 0.540 0.782
SI3 0.674 0.716
SI4 0.602 0.751

4.2. Exploratory Factor Analysis

In this study, exploratory factor analysis was used to test the unidimensionality of
the seven dimensions of the hypothesis model. Firstly, principal component analysis was
used to extract new factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 in each dimension. The results
showed that the KMO (Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin) value of each dimension was greater than 0.7,
and the significance of Bartlett sphericity test was less than 0.05, indicating that the ques-
tionnaire samples in this study were suitable for exploratory factor analysis [97,98]. A total
of seven dimensions with eigenvalues greater than 1 were extracted, and the cumulative
interpretation of variation was 62.7%, while the interpretation of single dimension was
less than 40%. There was no single dimension that explained most of the interpretation of
variation, which was in line with Thompson’s criteria. Therefore, it can be proved that the
questionnaire in this study did not show common method variation [99]. In addition, it
can be seen from Table 4 that in the default model, the items of each dimension are well
aggregated in the corresponding dimension, which indicates that the default model of
this study is reliable. In addition, the factor loading of AV4 item in the aesthetic value
dimension was lower than 0.4, so AV4 was deleted at this stage for subsequent structural
equation model analysis.
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Table 4. Rotated factor analysis component matrix of dimension items.

Dimension Item
Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

EC

EC1 0.124 0.730 0.142 0.101 0.162 0.174 0.198
EC2 0.196 0.667 0.175 0.188 −0.019 0.190 0.120
EC3 0.179 0.719 0.095 0.163 0.235 0.140 0.070
EC4 0.049 0.692 0.201 0.146 0.162 0.131 0.111

AV

AV1 0.069 0.201 0.281 0.102 0.197 0.268 0.601
AV2 0.143 0.040 0.146 0.134 0.143 0.240 0.746
AV3 0.173 0.236 0.027 0.160 0.122 0.061 0.755
AV4 0.305 0.133 0.233 0.232 0.223 0.149 0.364

IV

IV1 0.220 0.198 0.080 0.165 0.308 0.552 0.075
IV2 0.137 0.174 0.139 0.101 0.113 0.740 0.183
IV3 0.047 0.163 0.295 0.175 0.168 0.628 0.200
IV4 0.266 0.176 0.115 0.155 0.086 0.672 0.143

FV

FV1 0.068 0.166 0.149 0.725 0.299 0.163 0.071
FV2 0.186 0.164 0.126 0.736 0.197 0.147 0.050
FV3 0.175 0.111 0.254 0.682 0.142 0.117 0.203
FV4 0.226 0.239 0.150 0.621 0.029 0.146 0.265

SP

SP1 0.322 0.129 −0.008 0.075 0.688 0.212 0.136
SP2 0.208 0.118 0.259 0.166 0.627 0.016 0.217
SP3 0.098 0.231 0.156 0.200 0.720 0.135 0.092
SP4 0.128 0.090 0.205 0.234 0.649 0.236 0.135

SA

SA1 0.708 0.205 0.094 0.148 0.207 0.172 0.186
SA2 0.614 0.099 0.179 0.211 0.206 0.192 0.032
SA3 0.702 0.087 0.262 0.076 0.118 0.126 0.134
SA4 0.693 0.159 0.207 0.167 0.142 0.109 0.133

SI

SI1 0.279 0.125 0.691 0.199 0.124 0.111 0.089
SI2 0.091 0.114 0.633 0.157 0.151 0.269 0.134
SI3 0.217 0.216 0.738 0.169 0.144 0.109 0.084
SI4 0.270 0.271 0.588 0.140 0.147 0.123 0.211

Eigenvalue 2.729 2.666 2.561 2.552 2.532 2.364 2.151
Variance interpretation 9.746 9.521 9.145 9.115 9.042 8.444 7.684
Cumulative variance

interpretation 62.7%

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin 0.947

Bartlett’s sphericity test
Approximate chi-square 4559.037

df 378
Sig. 0.000

4.3. Measurement Model

AMOS V22.0 was used in this study to conduct confirmatory factor analysis on the
measurement model. AMOS was used for analysis in a large number of studies, which
proved to be reliable structural equation modeling software. According to a study by An-
derson and Gerbing, data analysis can be divided into two stages [100]. The first stage is the
measurement model, which adopts the maximum likelihood estimation method, and the es-
timated parameters include factor loading, reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant
validity [100]. According to the studies of convergent validity by Hair et al. [89], Nun-
nally [101], Fornell and Larcker [102], and the standardized factor loading by Chin [103]
and Hooper et al. [104], the standardized factor loading in this study is higher than 0.7. In
this study, the standardized factor loading is higher than 0.7, and the reliability of the com-
position of the research dimension is higher than 0.7, while the mean variance extraction is
between 0.456 and 0.519 (close to or higher than 0.5) [88], indicating that the dimension has
good convergent validity (Table 5).
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Table 5. Convergent validity results of measurement model.

Dimension Item Unstd. Factor
Loading S.D. Unstd. Factor

Loading/S.D. p Value Std. Factor
Loading

Composite
Reliability AVE

EC

EC1 1.000 - - - 0.751

0.800 0.501
EC2 0.886 0.072 12.224 0.000 0.675
EC3 0.922 0.070 13.142 0.000 0.729
EC4 0.831 0.068 12.133 0.000 0.670

AV
AV1 1.000 - - - 0.732

0.737 0.484AV2 1.040 0.090 11.523 0.000 0.689
AV3 0.926 0.083 11.219 0.000 0.667

IV

IV1 1.000 - - - 0.645

0.769 0.456
IV2 1.157 0.105 10.981 0.000 0.690
IV3 1.115 0.101 11.003 0.000 0.692
IV4 1.024 0.095 10.733 0.000 0.669

FV

FV1 1.000 - - - 0.739

0.812 0.519
FV2 0.990 0.076 13.037 0.000 0.719
FV3 0.999 0.075 13.316 0.000 0.736
FV4 0.902 0.072 12.455 0.000 0.686

SP

SP1 1.000 - - - 0.693

0.791 0.486
SP2 1.040 0.090 11.550 0.000 0.677
SP3 1.076 0.089 12.116 0.000 0.717
SP4 0.996 0.084 11.916 0.000 0.702

SA

SA1 1.000 - - - 0.760

0.799 0.499
SA2 0.860 0.070 12.220 0.000 0.662
SA3 0.864 0.069 12.610 0.000 0.683
SA4 0.900 0.068 13.189 0.000 0.714

SI

SI1 1.000 - - - 0.714

0.800 0.501
SI2 0.872 0.078 11.129 0.000 0.624
SI3 1.004 0.075 13.381 0.000 0.764
SI4 0.963 0.075 12.884 0.000 0.731

Fornell and Larcker’s [102] study was adopted for discriminant validity analysis. If
the square root of AVE of each dimension is greater than the correlation coefficient between
any pair of dimensions, the model has discriminant validity. The results show that all the
values on diagonal in this study are greater than those outside the diagonals, indicating
that each dimension of this study has good discriminant validity (Table 6). Therefore, the
data in this study have good convergent validity and discriminant validity, so they can be
used for further analysis.

Table 6. Discriminant validity results of measurement model.

AVE SD AV IV FV SP SA SI

SD 0.501 0.708
AV 0.435 0.482 0.696
IV 0.456 0.552 0.551 0.675
FV 0.519 0.527 0.493 0.537 0.721
SP 0.484 0.498 0.502 0.558 0.567 0.697
SA 0.499 0.490 0.479 0.543 0.535 0.568 0.706
SI 0.501 0.541 0.502 0.558 0.569 0.535 0.598 0.708

NOTE: The items in bold on the diagonal are the square root of AVE. Other elements are correlation value.

4.4. Model Estimantion

Based on the studies of Jackson et al. [105], Kline [106], Schumacker and Lomax [107],
and Hu and Bentler [108], several indexes (MLχ2, DF, χ2/DF, RMSEA, SRMR, NNFI,
CFI, GFI, AGFI, PGFI, PNFI, IFI) were selected to evaluate the fitness of the structural
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model. Environmental concerns, sustainable aesthetic value, sustainable innovation value,
sustainable functional value, sustainable policy, sustainable consumption attitude, and
sustainable consumption intention were measured according to the research hypotheses and
model. It can be seen from Table 7 that, except for NFI, all standard model fitness evaluation
indices meet both the independent level and combination rules of the recommended fitness,
which proves that the structural model has good fitness. The theoretical framework of the
research hypothesis is consistent with the actual survey results.

Table 7. Results of measurement model fitness.

Fitness Indices Ideal Range Results Judgement

MLχ2 Larger is better 517.113
DF Larger is better 315.000

χ2/DF 1 < χ2/DF < 5 1.642 support
RMSEA <0.08 0.041 support
SRMR <0.08 0.049 support

TLI (NNFI) >0.9 0.946 support
CFI >0.9 0.951 support
NFI >0.9 0.885 nonsupport
GFI >0.8 0.907 support

PGFI >0.5 0.756 support
PNFI >0.5 0.795 support

IFI >0.9 0.952 support

Note: MLχ2 = maximum likelihood chi-square test, DF = degree of freedom, χ2/DF = ratio of χ2 to degree of
freedom, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = standardized root mean squared residual,
CFI = comparative fitness index, NNFI = non-normed fit index, GFI = goodness-of-fit index, AGFI = adjusted
goodness-of-fit index, PGFI = parsimony goodness-of-fit index, PNFI = parsimony normed fit index,
IFI = incremental fitness index.

4.5. Path Analysis

According to the path analysis results, environmental concerns (EC) significantly
affected the sustainable aesthetic value (AV) (b = 0.747, p = 0.000), sustainable innovation
value (IV) (b = 0.726, p = 0.000), and sustainable functional value (FV) (b= 0.795, p = 0.000).
Sustainable aesthetic value (AV) (b = 0.156, p = 0.043), sustainable innovation value (IV)
(b = 0.312, p = 0.001), sustainable functional value (FV) (b =0.253, p = 0.000), and sustainable
policy (SP) (b = 0.332, p = 0.000) significantly affected the sustainable consumption attitude
(SA). The sustainable consumption attitude (SA) (b = 0.829, p = 0.000) significantly affected
the sustainable consumption intention (SI).

The explanatory power of environmental concerns (EC) to sustainable aesthetic value
(AV), sustainable innovation value (IV), and sustainable functional value (FV) was 59.1%,
69.1%, and 59.9%, respectively. Sustainable aesthetic value (AV), sustainable innovation
value (IV), sustainable functional value (FV), and sustainable policy (SP) had 70.0% ex-
planatory power to the sustainable consumption attitude (SA). The explanatory power
of the sustainable consumption attitude (SA) to sustainable consumption intention (SI)
was 67.5%.

4.6. Hypothesis Verification

The purpose of this study is to use the structural equation model (SEM) to find out the
consumer’s sustainable consumption cognition model integrated with sustainable system
design thinking, and form the research strategy based on this, so as to provide reference
for relevant scholars and practitioners. Table 8 shows the regression coefficients of the
structural equation model in this study. The larger the coefficient is, the more important the
independent variable is in the dependent variable. The results show that all the hypotheses
of this research model are valid, and Figure 3 shows the relationship between factors.
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Table 8. Regression coefficient.

Fitness
Indices

Dependent
Variable

Independent
Variable

Unstd.
Estimate S.D. Unstd.

Estimate /S.D. p Value Std.
Estimate R2 Results

H1 AV EC 0.747 0.073 10.201 0.000 0.769 0.591 Valid
H2 IV EC 0.726 0.073 10.008 0.000 0.831 0.691 Valid
H3 FV EC 0.795 0.075 10.628 0.000 0.774 0.599 Valid

H4 SA AV 0.156 0.077 2.024 0.043 0.150

0.700

Valid
H5 SA IV 0.312 0.096 3.262 0.001 0.269 Valid
H6 SA FV 0.253 0.070 3.597 0.000 0.257 Valid
H7 SA SP 0.332 0.080 4.144 0.000 0.309 Valid

H8 SI SA 0.829 0.074 11.269 0.000 0.822 0.675 Valid
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4.7. Discussion

The results of the empirical analysis provide some key findings, which are discussed below.
H1 is valid, indicating that environmental concerns significantly affect the sustainable

aesthetic value. H2 is valid, indicating that environmental concerns significantly affect
the sustainable innovation value. H3 is valid, indicating that environmental concerns
significantly affect the sustainable functional value. These three hypotheses indicate that
environmental concern is an important motivation for designers to design sustainable
systems. In sustainability, individual environmental concerns are always very important
and are considered as an important prerequisite for environmental intentions or behav-
iors [109]. Such environmental protection intention or behavior is not only the consumer’s
consumption intention or behavior but also makes designers change their mind and be-
havior from the perspective of design. That is, environmental concerns are added to
exploration, demonstration, development, and other stages of design so as to achieve
sustainable system design. The high path coefficients of EC on AV, IV, and FV also indicate
that designers’ thinking on environmental issues is highly relevant to sustainable system
design. It also indicates that sustainable design is designers’ independent behavior and
responsibility for the environment.

H4 is valid, indicating that sustainable aesthetic value significantly affects sustainable
consumption attitude. It means that the aesthetic value of sustainable products is one of the
factors that determines consumer attitudes. As one of the cores of design, design aesthetics
is the theoretical basis to make products have a better sense of design. Designers themselves,
as designers and consumers, believe that products with aesthetics will attract consumers’
attention so as to achieve better sales volume and create profits for enterprises [110]. It also
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means that aesthetic value still needs to be emphasized in sustainable design. Integrating
environmental aesthetics or ecological aesthetics into products can help consumers perceive
the environmental value of green products and improve their purchase intention [111].

The validity of H5 represents the significant impact of sustainable innovation value
on the sustainable consumption attitude. Innovation has always been considered as the
core of sustainable development. For consumers, the concept of sustainability enables
them to switch from ordinary consumers to green consumers, so sustainable innovation
is extremely important to consumers. It includes industry investment and research on
sustainable development goals, business strategies with sustainable ideas, and even the
promotion and popularization of sustainable product and service systems. In addition,
sustainable innovation also includes designers’ innovative thinking on products, the mas-
tery of sustainable design rules, and breakthroughs in product assembly methods and
material applications so that consumers can be more independent in their consumption
attitudes towards purchasing products. Therefore, in addition to the aesthetic value of
the products, consumers will also more closely examine the attitude and enthusiasm of
the manufacturers of the products available on the market, which will be reflected in their
sustainable consumption attitude.

The validity of H6 indicates that sustainable functional value significantly affects the
sustainable consumption attitude. This study has always emphasized that the significance
of three design values is perceived by consumers. Therefore, from the perspective of
sustainable functional value, products should have special functional attributes that are
different from other products. In sustainable design, the functional differences between
sustainable products and ordinary products are reflected in the design concept, structure,
material and use mode, etc. Some sustainable products with modular functions also
have functional attributes that are convenient for assembly, disassembly, and recycling.
For consumers’ sustainable consumption attitude, these functions with environmental
attributes can meet their demand for environmental protection and also serve as the
purchase incentive. Regarding the design concept, structure, and material, designers
should also simplify steps to improve the efficiency of product design and development
and improve sustainability. In sustainable design, there are material selection, green
structure design, modular design, and easy disassembly design criteria corresponding to
this [112]. The simplified design helps to avoid the inconvenience caused by the use, waste,
maintenance, or recycling of products; reduce the impact on the environment; and improve
the eco-efficiency of enterprises.

The validity of H7 indicates that sustainable policy significantly affects sustainable con-
sumption attitude. This indicates that the more consumers pay attention to or understand
the policies and regulations, the more they will change their attitudes towards sustainable
consumption, thus affecting their intentions. In other words, the friendlier the policies
are towards sustainable consumption, the more positive the attitudes and intentions of
consumers will be. However, in general, policies are made primarily for business and are
of great importance to business. For example, energy-saving policies would increase the
economic costs of a business, and businesses must find new ways to maintain profits. When
policies and regulations are strict enough, they will restrict the production, manufacture,
and sale of conventional products, thus triggering market demand for green products [113].
For designers, keeping high sensitivity to policies and regulations can ensure targeted
design innovation and adjust design strategies so as to maximize the interpretation and
utilization of policies and regulations, and also ensures that products are not subject to
resistance in production and sales.

The validity of H8 indicates that the sustainable consumption attitude significantly
affects sustainable consumption intention. This means that when consumers have a more
positive attitude towards sustainability, their intention of sustainable consumption also
increases. Attitude has become one of the most critical factors in determining intention
and behavior, reflecting the gradual improvement of individual environmental concerns in
recent years [114]. Most consumers also hold a positive attitude towards green products,
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believing that they have a good prospect [115], and are willing to replace general products
with sustainable products, although the cost may be relatively high. This study also
proves that the three elements of sustainable design are also important factors to improve
consumers’ sustainable consumption attitude and intention, which means that the more
designers focus on these three elements, the more consumers may have higher purchasing
attitude and intention. More and more consumption cases are also showing that consumers’
attitudes and behaviors will also affect designers’ attitudes and intentions and behaviors of
subsequent design and development. If consumers have higher demands for sustainable
products, designers will also provide more sustainable design products to cater to the
market demand.

5. Conclusions and Suggestions

The main contribution of this study is the establishment of consumers’ cognitive model,
which is integrated with the concept of sustainable system design thinking (Figure 4). In
the conclusion, this study also answers the research questions raised in the first chapter.
Through the consumer cognitive model established in this study, we confirm and verify
the feasibility and effectiveness of the three dimensions of design evaluation in system
design thinking (namely aesthetics, innovation, and function) under sustainable design.
Through the dual identity of designers, this study also explores the flow process of the
sustainable concept from the design dimension to the consumption dimension. Through
the verification results, it is confirmed that sustainable system design thinking has an
important impact on consumers’ attitudes and intentions. However, the results also show
that we cannot ignore the impact of policy. With the support of the sustainability concept,
the autonomy of consumers’ consumption attitude and intention cannot be ignored.
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The results obtained in this study can not only serve as a reference for designers to
implement sustainable design but also serve as an auxiliary reference for governments
and enterprises to formulate sustainable innovation strategies and invest in implemen-
tation. Moreover, it can also be imported and planned as a reference for the training of
design talents in colleges and universities, so that the knowledge and thinking quality of
sustainable design majors can effectively root and promote more talent with sustainable
practical design ability, to effectively and continuously promote the concept and goal
of sustainability.

Some limitations of this study also imply the development and construction of future
research directions, including that the object of this study is mainly discussed from the
perspective of designers’ dual identity. Therefore, future research can focus on the perspec-
tive of ordinary consumers and explore from different perspectives, such as sustainable
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perceived value and risk, to echo or verify the conclusion of this study. In addition, the
three dimensions of design evaluation discussed in this study, namely aesthetic value,
innovation value, and functional value, also deserve further exploration, including the use
of new dimensions, such as the use of second-order dimensions and mediating variables,
so as to enhance the explanatory power of the constructed model and improve the model
perfection. Finally, qualitative research and exploration and investigation and interview can
be added to supplement the depth of thinking and expression of meaning that quantitative
statistical data cannot show, so that the follow-up research and exploration and the content
and results can be more perfect.
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